How the Shrinking of the Labor Force Might Impact Your Community

By Andrew A. Pack

One trend that will continue to affect the future of economic and workforce development in the United States at a local, state and national level in the coming years is the status—continued decline or possible increase—of the labor force participation rate. This rate impacts the vitality of local and state economies and has many national implications as it continues to fluctuate. Many experts debate the future of this rate. As baby boomers retire, many expect the rate to continue to decline. But with the likelihood of better economic times and improved job prospects ahead, more people may re-enter the labor force.

Throughout the Great Recession, the labor force participation rate declined. In July 2014, the rate was at 62.9 percent. To put this into perspective, the last time the rate was this low was in March 1978, when it stood at 62.8 percent. From January to April 2000, the rate peaked at 67.3 percent. The lowest recorded rate was in December 1954, when only 58.1 percent of Americans were considered to be in the labor force. From 2000 to July 2014, the rate dropped by 4.4 percent. If the American labor force shrinks by the same rate in the next decade, the U.S. will be back to a rate equivalent to the 1950s. (See Figure 1.) Given the demographic changes to the labor force in the past 50 to 60 years, it is almost unimaginable that the U.S. could see labor force rates equivalent to the years following World War II.

Why Are People Leaving the Labor Force?

According to the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, there are many factors that influence whether a person aged 16 years or older is in the labor force at any given time. One of the biggest reasons is retirement. Others may include being in school, having a disability or illness, taking care of someone with an illness, or giving up on looking for a job. Figure 2 provides estimates for the percentage of people out of the labor force for each of these reasons from 2007-2013.2

“To put this into perspective, the last time the rate was this low was in March 1978.”

FIGURE 1
Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate

NOTE: Shaded areas indicate U.S. recessions
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Shrinking of the Labor Force

The labor participation rate could continue to drop as many people who are aging in the workforce retire and more adults are enrolled in higher education, which keeps them out of the workforce. But the positive data is that approximately 32 percent of people who are not currently in the workforce would like to be, as shown in Figure 2. As the economy improves, so may the number of people working, which should have more of an impact on economic growth. The more people work and spend money, the better the economy.

State- and Community-Level Impact

Lack of participation in the labor force has an impact on the local economy, tax base and workforce. Much attention is focused on the current levels of unemployment, which have continued to decline in most regions. But more attention focused on boosting a region’s workforce may be imperative for the future of many areas, especially those that continue to see outmigration. Workforce development initiatives that focus on continually upgrading workers’ skills to keep them relevant in the workforce, creating incentives for dislocated workers to re-enter the workforce and increasing collaboration with businesses will become even more imperative to local economic development if the labor force participation rate continues to decline.

One factor that contributes to the number of workers in the labor force is the overall population of an area. Figures 3 and 4 show the civilian labor force by state and county in 2013. As the maps indicate, many of the less-populated areas have a lower number of people in the labor force. Tables 1-4 list the 10 states and counties with the greatest and least number of people in the labor force in 2013.

What may be more compelling is the change in the labor force from 2012 to 2013. Which states and counties are gaining workers and which are losing them? Figures 41 and 51 show the percentage change in the workforce from 2012 to 2013 throughout the U.S. Tables 5-8 show the states and counties with the greatest percentage of increase and decrease in the labor force from 2012 to 2013.

As the data in the maps show, labor force participation is not equal throughout the U.S. or even within a particular state, as evidenced by the state of Texas. While Texas has the second-highest number of workers in the labor force, the third-highest increase in labor force participation, and five of the top 10 counties with...
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The largest increase in labor force participation, the state also has four of the counties with the top 10 largest decrease in labor force participation in 2013. These variances show how complex it is to improve the labor force participation rates in the United States. Each state, county and community is likely to be dealing with very different issues, requiring tailored solutions.

Businesses depend on skilled labor to make decisions regarding growth and location. If an area is lacking in the number of people who are in the labor force, many of the local economic development initiatives will not be met due to its low labor participation rate. As unemployment rates decline in many areas, community and economic developers must still pay attention to other rates, including the labor force participation rate, to improve the economic conditions in their regions. If the labor force participation rate continues to decline, attracting workers will become an even greater issue for economic competitiveness.

In August 2014, Fed Chair Janet Yellen spoke about labor market dynamics and monetary policy. She said, “As an accounting matter, the drop in the participation rate since 2008 can be attributed to increases..."
in four factors: retirement, disability, school enrollment, and other reasons, including worker discouragement. Of these, greater worker discouragement is most directly the result of a weak labor market, so we could reasonably expect further increases in labor demand to pull a sizable share of discouraged workers back into the workforce.”

Labor force participation rates have a significant impact on a region’s economic vitality. Although many areas of the country are seeing growth, not all are experiencing the same growth, as evidenced by the differing labor force participation rates in different markets. But as the national economy improves and workers return to the labor force, we can create a more robust future workforce in our states and counties.

Andrew A. Pack is a senior community development specialist at the Little Rock Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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According to the Heritage Foundation, the labor force participation rate among youth (ages 16-24) decreased from 59.4 percent in 2007 to 54.9 percent in 2013. As Andrew Pack has highlighted in his article in this issue, one of the reasons for this decline is because youth are staying in school. This represents both a positive and a negative.

On one hand, more people than ever are graduating from high school. In 2013, the national average of freshmen who graduated from high school in four years was 81 percent, the first time ever that it has topped 80 percent.

However, a high school degree is increasingly insufficient. According to Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the Workforce, by 2020 nearly two out of every three jobs will require postsecondary education and training beyond high school. While community colleges, in particular, are increasingly aligning their curriculum to meet the needs of local employers, labor force participation rates among youth remain stubbornly low. This is partially explained by people delaying retirement and professionals who lost jobs during the Great Recession and are now underemployed, working jobs that youth typically occupy in retail and leisure/hospitality industries.

For youth who are not in the workforce, this often means delayed acquisition of soft skills and professional network (or social capital) building—two ingredients, in addition to technical skills, that are essential to securing longer-term employment that pays livable wages.

The competition for high-wage jobs is ever intensifying, particularly in cities such as St. Louis, where nine out of 10 jobs created between 2009 and 2013 were “low-wage.”

One initiative in St. Louis that aims to prepare youth to thrive in the labor market is STL Youth Jobs, a collaborative effort between the Incarnate Word Foundation, the Greater St. Louis Community Foundation, Mers/Goodwill and several financial institutions. For the last two years, STL Youth Jobs has provided summer employment opportunities for youth who live in the city of St. Louis. Mers/Goodwill has supplied individualized job coaching and mentoring, while banks and credit unions have delivered financial advice and guidance for youth in the program. The initiative served 200 youth in its first year and nearly 400 in the second year. It is poised to continue this growth in the summer of 2015.

Bill Emmons, assistant vice president at the St. Louis Fed, has noted, “There’s simply a larger pool of detached youth, and because the...
city has struggled, the region has had slow growth. So, anything that could contribute to a productive workforce would obviously have big returns.”

While it’s too early to know what the long-term impact will be for the St. Louis region, it is known that youth involved with the initiative are not only gaining confidence in their ability to secure employment once their summer job has ended, but are in fact finding jobs easier to come by given their work experience and their expanded professional network. Furthermore, more than half of the youth acknowledge that without this initiative, they likely would not have found employment.

There is increasing evidence to show that social capital, or what is developed by having a robust social network, correlates strongly with future earnings. STL Youth Jobs and other similar initiatives provide a gateway for youth to build social capital while also developing the soft and technical skills that are required to be successful in any job. This is especially important for youth from low- and moderate-income backgrounds, given their relative lack of professional connections compared with their middle- and upper-income peers.

To ensure that our workforce is prepared for today’s jobs and those of the future, it is critical that youth not only possess the required postsecondary education and training, but also develop the skills and social capital that come with participation in the labor market.

Michael Eggleston is a community development specialist at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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Broad Avenue’s New Face

By Pat Brown

A decade ago, filmmaker Ira Sachs was filming his Sundance-winning film, “Forty Shades of Blue,” set in Memphis, Tenn. Sachs wanted a desolate street for the film’s heroine to take a final walk; he chose Broad Avenue (Figure 1).

In 2010, the residents and business owners of Broad Avenue decided desolation was not in their best interest. In conjunction with Livable Memphis and other community partners, they staged a two-day experiment in tactical urbanism—A New Face for an Old Broad (New Face). (See Figure 2.)

The success of the initiative is undeniable. In just over three years, the initial investment to stage the event ($25,000, plus tremendous volunteer support) has triggered $20 million in property renovations and 27 new businesses. In addition, the Broad Avenue corridor has strengthened the livability and vibrancy of the Binghampton community where it is located. The momentum from that weekend in November 2010 has been truly exceptional.

The Catalyst—Tactical Urbanism

“Tactical urbanism” can be defined as incremental, small-scale improvements meant to inspire more substantial investments.

In a 2012 article in the Memphis Business Journal, Memphis Mayor A C Wharton, Jr., said, “Too often, cities only look to big-budget projects to revitalize a neighborhood. There are simply not enough of those projects to go around. We want to encourage small, low-risk, community-driven improvement...that can add up to larger, long-term change.”

When the New Face event was reported in the St. Louis Fed’s publication, Bridges (Winter 2010-2011 issue), the term “tactical urbanism” was not mainstream. On Broad Avenue, the event was viewed as theater—providing demonstrations of what could be. For this production, the street was the stage, temporary businesses moving into vacant buildings were the actors and the 13,000 Memphians who attended were the audience.

With the blessing of the city’s engineering department, Broad Avenue was narrowed by adding dedicated bike lanes using house
paint. Buildings that had been vacant for more than a decade were activated with permission of the property owners. Volunteers spent two weekends cleaning up the buildings, the local union donated electrical work and vendors joined in. The local media helped promote the event.

Today, tactical urbanism has become a very popular urban revitalization tactic. In Memphis, it has become an annual event. Livable Memphis, in conjunction with the Mayor’s Innovation Delivery Team (MIDT), has staged four additional events, which are now branded “MEMfix” and continue to reflect how neighborhoods can leverage small investments to jump-start revitalization. For each of the subsequent events, the street that becomes the stage has been redesigned to support the needs of pedestrians and bike riders in addition to automobile traffic. Vacant buildings are activated for the day and crowds continue to come in support.

**Broad Avenue Today**

New Face brought temporary improvements to three critical needs—street infrastructure, building activation and visitors/traffic. In the time since the initial event, local business owners—plus a few very valuable community partners—have continued to concentrate efforts to achieve permanent improvements.

**Street Infrastructure**—It took three years to develop the engineering plans and funding to make Broad Avenue’s bike lanes permanent. Construction on the Hampline, a combined on- and off-street bikeway, began this year and will be completed by mid-2015. The unique design is considered state-of-the-art—a two-way cycle track on a two-way street, but physically separated from automobile traffic. Cost to design and build the Hampline is projected to top $4 million, the majority of which came from federal grants and local foundations. However, the final $75,000 was raised from the public via a crowdfunding campaign. [View a video of the progress on the Hampline here.](#)

Excitement regarding the Hampline (Figure 3) has triggered 10 public art installations. From murals to sculptures, the street has become an outdoor gallery featuring works by local, national and international artists. (See Figure 4.)

**Activation of Buildings**—The Broad Avenue vacancy rate today is less than 10 percent, compared with more than 50 percent at the time of New Face. Two key partnerships have led to the activation of the vacant buildings.

Broad Avenue’s buildings and storefronts are all independently owned. Traditional issues such as underfunded property owners have hindered the renovation that would attract sustainable businesses to the area. Initiatives developed by the MIDT and Community LIFT provided the boost to activate the storefronts.

In April 2013, MIDT launched MEMshop on Broad, recruiting six new retail businesses to the street and providing funding for capital improvements to the buildings. (See Figure 5.) Previously, attracting viable retail to the street had been a struggle. This initiative recognizes the difficulties inherent in launching a small retail business, as well as the cost barriers to capital improvements for independent property owners. Four of the six businesses launched in 2013 have converted to long-term leases. One entrepreneur used the process to decide not
In just over three years, the initial investment to stage the event...has triggered $20 million in property renovations and 27 new businesses.

to operate due to the structured hours required for success. The sixth retailer has restructured its business model and merged with one of the other MEMshop establishments. View a video about MEMshop here.

To complement these efforts, Community LIFT invested in Broad Avenue by approving its first business-development loan to Wiseacre Brewery, Memphis’ first taproom for craft beer. This investment and the subsequent opening of the brewery were more “tipping points,” introducing additional visitors to the area.

**Traffic/Programming**—To increase visitors to Broad Avenue, area businesses organize a biannual Art Walk in the spring and fall. Drawing an average of 3,000 visitors to the street, this event generates sales for the businesses during the event, with an even greater benefit from return business. In addition, the Art Walks generate a social media push, further promoting the area as a place to shop, eat and create.

In 2013, ArtPlace America awarded a $350,000 grant to the commercial district to transform part of a 225,000-square-foot warehouse on the north side of Broad Avenue. The 1945 warehouse loading dock (still active on weekdays) and its surrounding outdoor space have been creatively adapted into the Water Tower Pavilion, a place for the community, by the community. An adaptive, dual-use initiative, the Pavilion is considered to be the first example in the United States of the partnering of an industrial, active warehouse with art performance space.

In keeping with Broad Avenue’s spirit, the focus of the Pavilion is to:

- support the growth of community-based performing groups by providing access to a professional-quality stage and opportunity to gain performance expertise, and
- celebrate community and art with events that encourage participation.

In May 2014, the first event at the Pavilion—Dance on Broad—was launched (see video). For eight weekends, dance was celebrated via performances and community dance classes. (See Figure 6.) The festival exceeded expectations for attendance and drew a diverse crowd in terms of ethnicity, age and socioeconomic status. Attendees gave the event rave reviews:

- “The community vibe of happiness and harmony is so great.” (Afrohouse attendee)
- “Race, age, gender, whatever…it doesn’t matter. Everybody is having fun.” (Swing attendee)
- “Best gathering of people from college students to grandmas to babies.” (Bollywood Attendee)

For the remainder of the year, the Pavilion is hosting events every Saturday, focusing on performances from community groups. A plan for sustainability of the Pavilion is in active development.

Pat Brown is co-owner of the T Clifton Art Gallery on Broad Avenue in Memphis, Tenn.
Ben Joergens is Vice President, Financial Empowerment Officer at Old National Bank (ONB). He is responsible for enhancing ONB’s financial literacy initiatives by partnering with schools, colleges, universities, businesses, nonprofits and government agencies to address community needs and implement financial empowerment programs based on sound money-management skills.

Joergens joined ONB in 1999 and has served in a variety of roles, most recently as Commercial Relationship Manager in the Henderson, Ky., market. He earned the bank’s 2011 Wayne Henning Volunteer of the Year Award and was both the 2010 and 2012 Henderson, Ky., Chamber Ambassador of the Year.

Joergens is an active community volunteer and holds leadership positions with the Tri-State MS Association and Kyle L. Parker Memorial Golf Scramble. He is also active with the United Way, Junior Achievement, Bank on Evansville, Bank on Henderson and Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Ohio Valley, and serves as a certified VITA tax preparer with his local United Way agencies.

Joergens graduated from the University of Southern Indiana with a degree in marketing. He earned Omega Certification in financial accounting for lenders and commercial loans to small business. He is also a Henderson Leadership Initiative graduate and serves as a member of the Community Development Advisory Council (CDAC) for the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

CDAC members are experts in community and economic development and financial education. They complement the information developed through outreach by the District’s Community Development staff and suggest ways that the Bank might support local efforts. A list of current members is available at www.stlouisfed.org/community_development/advisory_council.cfm.

You’re never too old or too young to learn. This is certainly the case when it comes to financial education. This area is a significant focus for Old National Bank’s (ONB) community engagement efforts, and we are now beginning to see numerous financial institutions devote more time and talent to help raise financial education efforts in the communities we serve.

With my role as ONB’s Financial Empowerment Officer, education is a daily focus as we attempt to help as many people as possible become more financially literate. In my particular role, I work daily to cultivate partnerships, research and develop curricula, and teach classes on personal financial management to children and adults of all ages.

Unfortunately, personal finance is a subject most schools aren’t fitting into their curriculum. Banks continue to work with state legislators to encourage the addition of personal finance as a required course in school systems, especially in high school. Students continue to make choices that are detrimental to their credit score before their “adult life” even begins. The concepts of savings, budgeting and understanding credit, unless taught by parents, can be nonexistent in young students’ minds. That’s why it’s so important to partner with organizations like Junior Achievement, Girl Scouts and others to bring programs to students that introduce them to money management as well as global economics.

Recently, ONB partnered with a local detention center to bring a financial literacy program to female inmates who have been incarcerated for substance abuse-related crimes.
The program encompasses a variety of important personal finance topics, including the basics of banking, understanding and rebuilding credit, creating a budget, slashing expenses, identity theft and much more.

The goal of the detention center’s program is to rehabilitate the whole person, and financial education is an important component of that goal. This program helps these women learn about money management in a comfortable and safe environment. Learning and understanding the basics brings them hope and empowers them to break the cycle.

In this 12-week program, participants meet weekly for an hour and a half. At the end of the program, a post-test is administered, consisting of 60+ questions related to the topics that have been covered. The inmates are asked a variety of questions, including calculating compound interest and determining how long it will take their money to grow, based on how much interest they are earning.

When this program began, the inmates were not extremely interested and were unsure of how it would benefit them. As we got deeper into the program, we built up a great amount of trust, shared personal examples, and coached participants on how to empower others to help solve financial issues that may come up. By the end of the 12 weeks, those women who completed the program in its entirety had an average test score above 80 percent, and 6 inmates scored above 90 percent!

While the test results were better than expected, more exciting still were some of the participants’ personal stories. One inmate took what she learned during class, pulled her credit and found out that someone had stolen her identity while she was incarcerated. Using the lessons she learned in class, she was able to call those companies where credit was opened, explain what happened and place fraud alerts on her account.

Now, when her sentence has been served and she is released, she will have a much better start on improving her financial situation.

Another inmate who completed the program and was just released from jail called me recently. She had such an enlightening tone to her voice that day; I will never forget this call. She shared that since she was released from jail, she reunited with her daughter and had already accomplished many things. She opened a second-chance bank account. She landed a new job, found out where her previous 401(k) plan was located and rolled it over into her new plan. Last but not least, she established a 529 Child Savings Account (CSA) for her daughter and committed to an automatic transfer from her checking account into the CSA so she wouldn’t miss the money coming out of her paycheck. She quoted something she learned from one of the classes in the program: “When you don’t see it, you don’t miss it!”

It’s stories like these that reinforce the positive impact that financial institutions can have if they take their employees’ expertise and share the knowledge with those less fortunate who haven’t been introduced to financial education. Working together with community partners, schools and other organizations, we can all make a difference in people’s lives, and encourage them to empower others around them!

Maria Hampton Retires

Maria Hampton, vice president and regional executive of the Louisville Branch of the St. Louis Fed, will retire after 10 years of service, effective Dec. 31, 2014. Before joining the Bank, Hampton served a distinguished career as president of The Housing Partnership and as executive vice president of Liberty National Bank. St. Louis Fed President Jim Bullard and First Vice President Dave Sapenaro praised Hampton’s “outstanding leadership and significant contributions to the success of the Louisville Branch and the district.”

FDIC Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Available

The FDIC has released its 2013 National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households, a third in the series of reports that collects data on the number, demographic characteristics and reasons that some U.S. households remain unbanked or underbanked. Previous studies were published in 2011 and 2009. According to the latest findings, 7.7 percent of households in the U.S. (or one in 13) were unbanked in 2013. Additionally, 20 percent of U.S. households (one in five) were underbanked in 2013, meaning that they had a bank account but also used alternative financial services outside of the banking system. In St. Louis, the report reflects a sharp decline in the percentage of black households that were unbanked. Once ranked the highest in the nation at 31 percent, the number fell to 13.3 percent in 2013.

Register Now for the Fed’s 2015 Community Development Research Conference

Registration is now open for the ninth Federal Reserve community development research conference on April 2-3, 2015, in Washington, D.C. This event will feature high-quality, emerging research to advance our understanding about how people and communities get ahead, where impediments exist, how factors such as inequality play a role and what has changed over time. Visit www.stlouisfed.org/economicmobility2015 for more information and to register.
New Informational Podcasts

8 From the Eighth Audio Podcasts

8 From the Eighth is a podcast series from the Community Development department at the St. Louis Fed. Through interviews with experts (consisting of eight questions), listeners learn about current community development challenges—and successes—in the Eighth District, helping them to understand both the problems and the solutions. Podcasts cover a variety of topics, including innovative strategies and emerging trends related to community development.

- Arnett Muldrow & Associates
  www.stlouisfed.org/arnett
  Ben Muldrow, partner at Arnett Muldrow & Associates—a small business in Greenville, S.C., that specializes in downtown revitalization, economic development, community branding and historic preservation—discusses the impact of technology on our communities.

- Clarifi
  www.stlouisfed.org/clarifi
  Scott Karol, vice president of counseling and program evaluation at Clarifi—previously known as Consumer Credit Counseling Service (CCCS)—discusses how the organization has successfully incorporated behavioral economics principles that make it more likely their clients will follow through on their goals.

- Invest Outcomes
  www.stlouisfed.org/outcomes
  Steve Rothschild, president and founder of Invest Outcomes, explains the pay-for-success financing model and how it is being used to address the funding of discretionary services, often human services.

Economic Development Podcasts

Experts from industry and academia provide their thoughts on workforce development, entrepreneurship and employee training in these podcasts.

- Connecting People to Work: Lessons Learned in Sectoral Approaches
  How are sector-based approaches to workforce development benefiting both job seekers and employers?

- Looking Around the Corner: The Future of Economic Development?
  How can local economic development strategies evolve to address demographic changes, technological innovation, and increasing global competitiveness?

- Microenterprises Raise the Floor and Build a Ladder
  Some 31 million people are employed in U.S. microenterprises, businesses with five or fewer employees. Do these companies create good jobs with potential career advancement?

To view transcripts or play the audio MP3 files, visit www.frbatlanta.org/podcasts/.